CAMS Enterprise Update Release 14.2.2

Revision Date: 10/04/2012

This document describes the items that are being deployed in the 14.2.2 CAMS Enterprise Update Release. Enhancements, modifications, and system corrections are included and are categorized primarily by module. Those items needing CAMS Manager attention have been noted as such. For additional, detailed information and instructions on the functionality additions and changes, refer to the online help files located directly in the CAMS Enterprise application and/or the updated PDF manuals which can be downloaded from the CAMS Community Website. Note that portal updates are not automatically installed on your site and must be applied by your institution.

Admissions

1. Inactive Cohorts continued to display in the Prospect Maintenance and Student Admissions Information windows drop-down. Inactive Cohorts will no longer display in these areas with the exception of when a Cohort was assigned to a record prior to inactivating it.

2. When apostrophes were used in certain fields, such as Church or Greeting, an error occurred when merging the prospect record with another prospect record. All fields may now contain apostrophes without affecting the merge.

Registration

1. The Print Offering Course List reports were not listing the schedule in logical weekday order when a course was scheduled with individual day entries. The Course List reports will now list weekdays in the logical daily order.

Tools

1. An enhancement has been added to facilitate the import of Apply Texas EDI formatted data files. The import creates Prospect/Student Import Jobs from which the user can then import or update Prospect or Student records into CAMS.

   **CAMS Manager Action Required**
   CAMS Managers will need to give menu access to users that need it. The new menu item is located at Tools > Import > Admissions > Apply Texas Import.

2. When performing a COD Export, an internet timeout error may have occurred. The process was improved to shorten the length of time to complete the export.